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Abstract: Response bias continues to be a perennial challenges for social scientist, including educators, who depend considerably on non-cognitive instrument to generate data in their attempt to provide solution to educational challenges and knowledge advancement. Response bias, a generic term for the tendency to respond to questionnaire items on some basis other than the specific items in the questionnaire has generate concerns, yet few attempt has been made to measure and control it. In this paper, attempt was made in discussing two common response bias namely social desirability bias and extreme response biases. Also presented were some procedural steps to ameliorate its impact during the process of instrument development and some statistical techniques that have been developed to measure and control them in data analysis and interpretation. This work concludes by recommending the best possible approach for controlling response style within the context of a developing country like Nigeria.
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I. Introduction

Interest in non-cognitive assessment techniques such as interviews, observation, and rating scales can be stated as predating cognitive instrument because affective characteristics have often been assessed albert informally in homes, religious settings and other social gathering where emotional and attitudial traits are gauged for effective interaction and peaceful living. Today, the interest in these traits cuts across both educational and corporate environments (McCooch, Gable & Madura, 2013). In both educational and corporate settings, scholars, theorist and practitioners agree on the importance of personality and social characteristics such as self-efficacy, motivation, perceived satisfaction, teamwork, and leadership style for success and productivity or profitability. Although the above mentioned non-cognitive assessment techniques are employed both formally and informally in the assessment and development of these and other psychosocial characteristics, the one that has had the most widespread application in the formal setting including schools and business organisations starting from the beginning of the twentieth century are rating scales.

Along with this interest comes the need for the development of useful, valid and reliable instruments to tap into specific construct. Beyond the instrument development phase, it is equally vital that appropriate strategies be taken to ensure that during the process of responding, analysis and interpretation, only the construct of interest in measured and nothing else (Kpolovici, 2010). Instruments developed to assess affective characteristics have been referred to with various names such as questionnaire, inventory, scale etc. Irrespective of the nomenclature used, most psychological and affective construct depend on instruments in which respondents are expected to describe themselves (self-report) or whereby others are asked to comment about friends, family, leaders or colleagues (others-report) by responding to a set of items. Responses to these items are often provided on dichotomous formats (true or false, yes or no, present/not present) etc. Other types of response are provided on a fixed number of polytomous rating scales with wordings such as strongly agree, agree, disagree, agree or never, sometimes and always. It is a common assumption among researchers and practitioners, that scores from the response to questionnaire items only represent the underlying trait level and the random error. For instance a person who endorsed “strongly agree”, on the item “I keep my room tidy” is assumed to be higher on the personality trait of conscientiousness than an individual who endorses agree on the same item (Wetzel, Bohnke & Brown, 2016). The validity of this approach is only possible, if and only if, other factors do not influence respondents on the option they endorse in an item of a questionnaire, which is often not possible.

In most research studies conducted using survey research methodology, four sources of error have been distinguished that confound the possible results obtained. According to Schwarz, Groves, Schuman (1998) these are coverage or frame errors, sampling error, non-response error and measurement error. Coverage or frame errors
arises when the members of the sample does not corresponds to the target population; sampling error occurs because it is usually impossible to collect measurement from members of the entire population as such the study is conducted with a sample of respondents. Non-response errors are those arising from respondents’ inability to respond to some or all of the items in the instrument for data collection. Finally measurement error refers to differences between respondents’ true value for the construct under study and the obtained value from measurements. According Baumgartner and Steenkamp (2005) measurement errors can be divided into those that arise from the method of data collection (e.g. interview, questionnaire, computer-based testing), contextual factors (e.g. time pressure, other respondents present, physical environment) and those from respondents.

The focus of this paper will be on measurement error arising from respondents although it possible for respondents’ errors to be accentuated by data collection method or contextual factors. As most researchers can attest from previous testing experiences, respondents endorse items outside the content of the item itself. This is what researchers refer to as response bias (Paulhus, 1991; Nwankwo, 2013). Although scholars have used the terms response bias, response set and response style interchangeably (Nwankwo, 2013) some differences exist between them as identified by Paulhaus (1999:17). According to him, response set is a temporary reaction to a situational demand such as time pressure or public expectation in the way a person responds to an item in a questionnaire, while response style refers to an individual display of a response set consistently over time and across situations, while response bias which subsumes the above two terms refers to any tendency to a respond to a range of items on an instrument, questionnaire or inventory on some basis other than the specific item content (i.e. what the items were designed to measure).

Baumgartner and Steenkamp (2001) used the terms measurement error synonymously with response bias, as response errors arising from the respondents. Various forms of response bias have been gleaned by researchers but for this paper, only two of such bias will be discussed namely social desirability bias and extreme response bias and acquiescence bias. In the sections that follow, we firstly introduce the above mentioned bias and some strategies that have been developed aimed at minimizing them in the process of test construction. Then we highlight some methods developed for correcting the effects of response bias when they have been detected. We concluded by highlighting some limitations involved in assessing and controlling for response bias. Before presenting the types of response bias, it is important we highlight dangers that could arise from failure to take them into consideration in social science research and practice.

II. Dangers of Response Bias

Scholars have found that response biases have some negative impact on research instruments and the inference made from it. According to Van Vaerenbergh and Thomas (2012) response bias affect means and variances, which are essential for further advanced statistics such as t-test and F-test. For example, Moors (2012) obtained results which shows that women are more likely to endorse the lowest and highest response categories of a rating scale than men in a study of gender differences and leadership styles. This is likely to results in spurious conclusion and invaded inference on gender differences and leadership style.

Most statistical techniques such as Cronbach alpha, regression analysis, factor analysis and structural equation modeling, rely on correlations between two or more variables. Therefore, empirical investigations examining relationships without measuring and controlling for the effect of response bias may obtain misleading result. An example might suffice in this context. Baumgartner and Steenkamp (2001) conducted a multivariate correlation between health consciousness (HCO) quality consciousness (QCO), environmental consciousness (ECO) and ethnocentrism (ETN) and obtained the following correlations: HCO - QCO = 0.40; HCO-ECO = 0.33; HCO-ETN = 0.28; QCO-ECO = 0.31, QCO-ETN = 0.19 and ECO-ETN = 0.15. When improved upon by controlling for response style the following correlations were obtained: HCO-QCO = 0.20, HCO-ECO = 15, QCO-ECO = 0.13, HCO-ETN = 0.02, QCO-ETN = 0.00 and ECO-ETN = 0.01. A comparison of these values obtained before and after controlling for the response style shows that the magnitude of the relationship between variables were over bloated due to the effects of response style.

Finally, beyond wrong inference arising from response bias, it can equally lead to wrong decision regarding selection and admission process. Within the academic and corporate world, there is a greater emphasis on “soft skills”, psychosocial qualities or characteristics that complements cognitive skills, as vital for truly productive academic and industrial success. The assessments of these skills have been integrated into the recruitment of employees and admission of students into learning institution. These skills include emotional and social intelligence, self- efficacy, multitasking abilities, attitude toward learning, leadership styles and value orientation (Partnership for 21st Century skills, 2008). When required to respond to questionnaires on such skills, as well as opinion on sensitive matters such as political ideology, religion, and abortion, people tend to present a favourable image of themselves (van de Mortel, 2008) or engaging in satisficing, whereby they engaging in less cognitive processing and making responding as easy as they can (Krosnick, 1991). These can lead to the selection.
of wrong candidates for employment which in turn leads to poor productivity for corporate organization or the admission of students who lack “soft skills” needed to succeed on academic task. Some scholars have even found out that even large scale international studies such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) Programme for International Students Assessment (PISA) which is a periodic cross-national assessment consisting of cognitive, attitudinal and socio demographic measures containing Likert-type scales also suffer from the problem of response bias (Buckley, 2009). As such it has been emphasized that practitioners take into consideration the effect of response bias when making decision about employment and recruitment, especially when Likert-type items are to be used.

III. Social Desirability Bias

Social desirability bias (SBA) is different from other types of response bias in that it requires reading and cognitively comprehending the item content for it to occur (Wetzel et al. 2016). According to Paulhus (2002) it is the tendency to “give positive self-description” on the basis of item content (p. 47). To Steenkamp, de Jong & Baumgartner (2009), socially desirable responses are answers that make the respondent look good, based on cultural norms about the desirability of certain values, traits, attitudes, interests, opinions, and behaviors. In the opinion of Johnson and Fendrich (2005), social desirability bias in the tendency for participant in a research activity to present themselves in positive light or present a favourable image of themselves. While for Mick (cited in Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 2005) social desirability responding (SDR) can be defined as the tendency for people to present themselves favourably according to cultural norms (p. 208). What constitute a socially desirable behaviour is dependent on a wide array of factors, and varies from one situation to another. The tendency to engage in SDR is higher when the questions are socially sensitive or personally gratifying. Researchers have found that respondent engage in socially desirable bias on topics such as domestic violence, racism, sexual practice, financial practice, (Babcock, Costa, Green & Eckhardt, 2004; Difranceisco, McAuliffe & Sikkema, 1998; Kelly 2015).

Paulhaus (1991) stated that SDR is the most studied of all response bias by tracing its history to over 70 years ago. According to Baumgartner and Steenkamp (2005), initial conceptualization of SDR see it as a one-dimensional construct until Paulhus (1991) presented his two factor models of SDR consisting of impression management and self-deceptive enhancement. Impression management is an intentional component that is sometimes called faking. In this component, an individual knowingly reads the items in a questionnaire and deliberately endorse response categories that would present him in a positive image. Impression management is closely related to faking, dissimulation, lying and deceiving others (Baumgartner & Steenkamp, 2005). Self-deceptive enhancement is people’s tendency to provide self-report that are honest but positively biased, which is a form of rigid over confidence. Other two-factor models of SDR exist such as Damerin and Messick, Sackein and Gur but Paulhus’ conceptualization of SDR is currently the most influential and most utilized in SDR research.

Arguments abound as to the stability of SDR in individuals across time, situation and measurement instrument. Ones, Viswesvaran and Reiss (1996) argued that it’s a relatively stable trait across domain, time and instruments while Chung and Monroe (2003) provide evidence that it varies depending on situation and religiousness. Studies on social desirability bias have been conducted along either of two strands, either as a cognitive instrument, but the two most popular scales according to Baumgartner & Steenka (2005) are the Crowne Social Desirability Scale (MCSDS) and the Paulhus Balanced Inventory of Desirable Responding (BIDR). The MCSDS is a 33-item scale which describes either desirable but uncommon behavior (e.g. admitting mistakes) or undesirable but common behaviour (e.g. gossiping). Respondents are asked to
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respond true or false to 18 items keyed in the true direction and 15 items in the false direction, although it has been recommended that one can use rating scales of end points with “true” and “false”. The scale has shown good reliability with as high 0.70s to 0.80s. A short form version of the instrument made up of 13 items has also been developed by Raynolds (1982) with lower reliability of 0.60s and 0.70s. The BIDR scale is a 40 item instrument which measures the two SDR factors of impression management and deceptive enhancement, with 10 items positively keyed and 10 items negatively keyed for each factor. Responses to the 40 items are provided on a seven-point scale, but the developer also recommended that five-point scale. Paulhus recommends to dichotomize the scores into 0 (scores 1-5) and 1 (6-7) and to add the dichotomize scores to arrive at a respondents score on impression management and self-deception respectively. The two components of the scale reported average (0.60) and high (0.70) reliabilities for self-deceptive enhancement scale and impression management respectively. The total scale of the 40 items reported a considerable high reliability of 0.80 (Baumgartner & Skoncnhamp, 2005).

The first step for controlling SDR during the process of developing the instrument is to assure the respondents of utmost anonymity. When respondents are assured that their identity would not be revealed or made public, they are most likely to give response that are free from the constraints of social pressure. This implies that researchers do not provide spaces for respondents to give their names, or other personal informational which can be traced to them such as registration number, matriculation number or home address.

Also researchers should refrain from captioning the items in the questionnaire to reflect the attributes or characteristics to be measured especially if the items are developed around a socially desirable construct. If the instrument has sections, as in a multivariate instrument, the various sections should not be named or captioned (Nwankwo, 2013). Another suggestion has been to shuffle the items of the instrument in a manner that no two items assessing a possible socially desirable traits are presented consecutively. It has been also suggested that researchers and test developers construct the items in a test in the “third form” where respondents are asked to give their assessment of what people in general, their neighbourhood, or school, think about the topic.

Although questionnaire design may reduce SDR, it is quite unlikely to eliminate the tendency for respondents to present a positive image of themselves. To control for this, Baumgartner and Steekamp (2005:212) recommended three strategies on the basis that an SDR scale is attached. These approaches are (i) researchers can conduct a regression analysis where respondents’ response to each individual item is regressed against the focal construct on their scores on the SDR measure. The residual of the regression analysis are the scores purged of a person’s generalized tendency to respond in a socially desirable manner; (ii) by regressing a respondent total score on the focal construct on his or her score on the SDR instrument with the residual of the regression analysis being the person true score of the constructs free from SDR tendency; (iii) by adding a respondents score on the instrument as a covariates in analyses involving the focal constructs to other construct of interest.

V.

Extreme Response Style Bias

As stated previously, while dichotomously and polytomous response categories have been routinely used in self-report and non-cognitive instrument, there is a greater utilization of dichotomous formats (right/wrong) for cognitive assessment, while non-cognitive instrument such as psychological tests and attitudinal survey questionnaires often adopts polytomous response categories (Cho, 2013). Research by Wetzel, Carstensen, and Bdhinke (2013) shows that response style are relatively higher in non-cognitive instruments than in cognitive instruments. Considerable debate exists on the menace or usefulness of extreme response style which we shall briefly discuss, but before addressing this debate it is vital we understand what extreme response style is.

According to Morren, Gelissen and Vermunt (2009), extreme response style is defined as the tendency of respondents to express themselves to an item by choosing the end points on rating scale or instrument, independent of the extremity of their opinion. Similarly, Paulhus (1991) stated that extreme response bias is the tendency to use the extreme choice on a rating scale (e.g. 1 and 7 on a seven-point scale, strongly agree or strongly disagree, always or never, very true of me or not true of me). This tendency is assumed to exist irrespective of the item content, but to consistently take the most extreme positive or negative categories of an item responses.

The problem of extreme response style has a long history, with Cronbach (1946) stating that response style always reduce logical validity because they contribute to effect of people with equal level of the construct under investigation to have different scores. Also Liu, Wu and Zambo (2009) found out that response style negatively impact on test reliability. Another issue on the dangers of response style is the differences that exist among groups. According to Cho (2013) certain response style tend to be more prevalent in a particular group than in other groups. This variability in response style is likely to result in the violation of structural invariance and any observed difference between-group. Using multi-group confirmatory factor analysis, Cheng and Renvold (2000) provided evidence that extreme response style bias is responsible for certain measurement non-variance. Similarly, Morren et al (2009) using latent class factor analysis demonstrated that ERS influences group differences when the attitude of four culturally diverse individual was measured. Other studies in the United States
have shown that ERS is more prevalent among African-Americans than among Caucasians (Clarke III, 2000; Bachman, O’Meirley, Freedman-Doan, 2010), while East Asians (e.g. Chinese, Japanese and Koreans) in the US endorse more of extreme response on positive feelings than Americans (Lee, Jones, Mineyama, & Shangg, 2002; Lee & Green. 1991). Similarly, ERS have been found to be more common among Mediterranean nations (Spain, Italy and Greece) than Western Europe nations such UK, Germany and France (Vann Herk, Poortinga & Verhatten, 2004). On gender basis, De Jong, Steenkamp, Fox & Baumgartner (2008) reported that more women display ERS bias than males. Educationally, Marin, Gamba and Marin (1992) and Meisenberg and Williams (2008) provided evidence that lower educated people have a greater tendency for ERS than those with higher educational qualification. The dangers in interpreting scores from various groups without taking into consideration their response style was aptly captured by Bolt and Johnson (2009: 336) thus:

Variability in ERS scores across groups can influence effort to understand an instrument’s measurement equivalence. Specifically, items can appear to function differentially in their measurement of the intended traits when respondents groups vary only in response. In this respect, response style can be viewed as a type of nuisance dimension that interferes with measurement of the intended trait.

Not all researchers agree that ERS is a nuisance source confounding the measurement of psychological and personality trait. Some studies have shown the relationship between certain psychological construct and ERS. For instance, ERS appeared to be positively related to test anxiety, extraversion and conscientiousness (Norman in Cho, 2013; Austin Deary & Egan, 2006; Harzing, 2006).

VI. Measurement and Controlling of ERS

After recognizing that extreme response can be a statistical nuisance to be controlled for or a construct of interest that could be related with other variables, Cho (2013) suggested that any data analysis must first create a distinction of cases that are influenced by certain responses style. Thereafter, appropriate statistical methods can be employed to control for it or related with other variables.

The first method of detecting and controlling for ERS according to Morren et al (2009) is the ERS sum-score index whereby the original items on a survey arc scored with a score of one (1) referring to an extreme response choice and zero (0) assigned to any other choice between the extremes. Thereafter, the sum of all the extreme answers (1s) are added together. Due to the fact that some respondents may truly respond and endorse extreme options on an instrument based on the degree they possess the latent trait, this method has been questioned.

To correct this anomaly, Greenleaf (1992) developed a 16-item instrument, specifically designed to access ERS. The instrument consist of 16 items that are unrelated conceptually and theoretically, with little similarity. If a respondents consistently favours a particular response category (e.g. extreme response) across the items in the scale, this can be assumed as evidence of an extreme response style. This scale has been found useful in detecting respondents with ERS and also to ameliorate the effect of ERS is subsequent statistical analysis.

Another suggestion has been to use multiple choice format in a Likert-scale (Baungarten and Steenkemp (2005). Instead of using the conventional formats where respondents are required to respond to items on number or wording scales, researchers should use other formats such as forced choice formats, anchoring vignettes etc. Another suggestion has been to administer the ERS measure directly to the respondents or subject population especially those composed of rigid people or those who lack experience. This is equally recommended for individuals with low educational level, older individuals and those from minority population.

The use of balanced scales have also been recommended by Cho (2013), Paulhus (1991) and Nwankwo (2013). A balanced scale consist of pairs of logically reversed items whereby one item of a pair states a construct positively, while the other of the pair states the equivalent construct negatively. Although theoretically different from a balanced scale, Nwankwo (2013:119) recommended that in writing items on a scale, equal number of positive and negative items should be presented. Ajala (2018) further presented evidence that the use of extended format of a scale can aid in the control of extreme response style arising from careless responding.

Due to theoretical shortfalls (e.g. loss of vital information due to dichotomization of the scale, Morren et al, 2009) and practical consideration (e.g. test-taker motivation, Cho, 2013), it has not been feasible to develop or integrate into the testing process new instrument to assess and enable the control of ERS. It was on this basis that a multiplicity of statistical technique has been employed in the measurement and control of ERS. Some of these advance statistical approaches in the study of ERS includes item response theory (IRT) models (Cho, 2013; Bolt & Johnson, 2009; De Jong et al, 2008), latent class factor analysis (LCFA, Moors, 2003; Morren et al, 2009), structural equation modelling approach (Cheung & Rensvold, 2000) and latent class transitional analysis.
Although these statistical techniques are robust and empirical evidence shows that they allow for robust assessment of ERS and other response style bias (see Van Vaerenbergh & Thomas, 2012 for review), modelling of ERs on the basis of item, respondent groups etc., they are quite difficult to execute and demand considerable expertise in computer programming. In addition, statistical programmes and software available for the execution of these models are usually in the commercial domain and exorbitantly expensive for researchers in a developing country like Nigeria where there is a paucity of funds for basic research like ERS.

VII. Conclusion and Recommendations for Practice

Rating scales such as questionnaires and inventories have played critical roles in improving our understanding of the attitudinal, social, emotional and personality aspect of human behaviour, as well as aid in making projection and prediction about future performance. Despite this extensive utilization of this strand of research instruments, it is not without its flaws. Among the multiplicity of flaws rating scales are vulnerable to, these paper critically analyzed the problems of response bias under two broad types of social desirability response and extreme response style. Theoretical and practical considerations on the need to understand the problems of these response bias were identified as well as approaches suggested by scholars to measure and control their negative impact. Although the measurement and correction of these response bias may be cumbersome to some researchers, some relatively easy but powerful methods for minimizing its impacts were highlighted. For researchers with understanding of advanced statistical tool, these relatively novel area for research offers an exciting opportunity for employing such methods as CFA, IRT modelling, SFM etc.

Therefore, instrument developers and those involve in assessment for learning should acquaint themselves more with the some of the error and response biases outlined here and others not mentioned, as well as equip themselves with the knowledge for ameliorating their negative effect.
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